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Course Outcome Summary 

 

Course Information:  Montessori First Grade Math 

Instruction Level: Montessori First Grade 

Course Standards: 

The Montessori approach uses specific Montessori materials to meet the needs of the children at 

their stage of development. At the end of each level the children will meet these units of study. 

By using the Montessori approach the children then become active learners and are able to reach 

their own unique potential because they are learning at their own pace and rhythm focusing on 

their own particular developmental needs at that moment. 

Unit 

1. Geometry 

2. Measurement and Data 

3. Number and Operations in Base 10 

4. Operations and Algebraic Thinking 
 

Unit Outlines 

1. Geometry 

Standards:   

● Compose two-dimensional shapes (rectangles, squares, trapezoids, triangles, half-circles 

and quarter-circles) or three-dimensional shapes (cubes, right rectangular prisms, right 

circular cones, and right circular cylinders) to create a composite shape, and compose 

new shapes from the composite shape. [Students do not need to learn formal names such 

as “right rectangular prism”] 

● Partition circles and rectangles into two and four equal shares, describe the shares using 

the words halves, fourths, and quarters, and use the phrases half of, fourth of, and quarter 

of.  Describe the whole as two of, or four of the shares.  Understand for these examples 

that decomposing into more equal shares creates smaller shares. 
 

Essential Question: 

Students will be able to answer the following question(s): 

● How do we use shapes, attributes and fractions in the real world? 
 

Essential Knowledge: 

● I can create two-dimensional shapes. 
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● I can create three-dimensional shapes. 

● I can use two- and three-dimensional shapes to create new shapes. 

● I can understand that “halves” means two equal parts and “fourths” or “quarters” means 

four equal parts. 

● I can break circles and rectangles into equal parts and use the words whole, halves, 

fourths, and quarters to talk about them. 

● I can understand that breaking circles or rectangles into more equal parts means tha tthe 

parts will be smaller. 
 

2. Measurement and Data 

Standards:   

● Express the length of an object as a whole number of length units, by laying multiple 

copies of a shorter object (the length unit) end to end; understand that the length 

measurement of an object is the number of same-size length units that span it with no 

gaps or overlaps.  Limit to contexts where the object being measured is spanned by a 

whole number of length units with no gape or overlaps. 

● Tell and write time in hours and half-hour using analog and digital clocks. 

● Organize, represent, and interpret data with up to three categories; ask and answer 

questions about the total number of data points, how many in each category, and how 

many more or less are in one category than in another. 
 

Essential Question: 

Students will be able to answer the following question(s): 

● How can measurements be used to solve problems?  

● Why do we need to tell time? 

● How can the collection, organization, interpretation, and display of data be used to 

answer questions?  
  

Essential Knowledge: 

● I can tell the length of an object using whole numbers 

● I can show that I understand how to measure something by using a smaller object as a 

measurement tool. 

● I can tell and write time in hours and half-hours using any kind of clock. 

● I can organize, show and explain number information in a way that make sense. 

● I can ask and answer questions about number information that is organized. 
 

3. Number and Operations in Base 10 

Standards:   
 

● Add within 100, including adding a two-digit number and a one-digit number, and adding 

a two-digit number and a multiple of 10, using concrete models or drawings and 

strategies based on place value, properties of operations, and/or the relationship between 

addition and subtraction; relate the strategy to a written method and explain the reasoning 

used.  Understand that in adding two-digit numbers, one adds tens and tens, ones and 

ones; and sometimes it is necessary to compose a ten. 
● Understand that the two digits of a two-digit number represent amounts of tens and ones. 

Understand the following as special cases: 
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a. 10 can be thought of as a bundle of ten ones-called a “ten.” 
b. The numbers from 11 to 19 are composed of a ten and one, two, three, four,      

five, six, seven, eight, or nine ones. 
c. The numbers 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90 refer to one, two, three, four, 

five, six, seven, eight, or nine tens (and 0 ones). 
● Compare two two-digit numbers based on meanings of the tens and ones digits, recording 

the results of comparisons with the symbols >, =, and <. 
 

Essential Question: 

Students will be able to answer the following question(s): 

● How does place value help us to solve addition and subtraction problems? 

● How do math symbols help us understand number relationships?  
 

Essential Knowledge: 

● I can tell how many tens and how many ones are in a number. 

● I can compare two -digit numbers using <, =, and > because I understand tens and ones. 

● I can use math strategies to help me solve and explain addition problems within 100. 

● I can use objects and pictures to help me solve and explain addition problems within 100. 

● I can understand that adding two-digit numbers means I add the ones and then the tens. 

● I can understand that when I add two-digit numbers, sometimes I have to make a group of 

ten from the ones (regroup). 
  

4. Operations and Algebraic Thinking 

Standards:    

● Use addition and subtraction within 20 to solve word problems involving situations of 

adding to, taking from, putting together, taking apart, and comparing with unknowns in 

all positions, e.g., by using objects, drawings, and equations with a symbol for the 

unknown number to represent the problem. 

● Solve word problems that call for addition of three whole numbers whose sum is less 

than or equal to 20, e.g., by using objects, drawings, and equations with a symbol for the 

unknown number to represent the problem. 

● Understand subtraction as an unknown-addend problem.  For example, subtract 10 – 8 by 

finding the number that makes 10 when added to 8. 

● Understand the meaning of the equal sign, and determine if equations involving addition 

and subtraction are true or false.  For example, which of the following equations are true 

and which are false? 6=6, 7=8-1, 5+2=2+5, 4+1-5+2. 
 

Essential Question: 

Students will be able to answer the following question(s): 

● How do we determine if number sentences are true or false?  

● How are addition and subtraction related? 

● How do we use addition and subtraction sentences to solve real world problems with and 

without concrete objects?  
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Essential Knowledge: 

● I can use different strategies for addition and subtraction to solve word problems (within 

20). 

● I can solve word problems where I have to add three whole numbers. 

● I can use what I know about addition facts to help me answer subtraction fact problems. 

● I can tell if addition or subtraction number sentences are true because I understand what 

an equal sign means. 
 


